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Other territories. In order to complete the analysis of Gerola’s
proposals, a mention must be made of the coats of arms suggested for
some territories across the political borders of the Kingdom, but
situated within the Italian geographical area.
Corsica, the
island between
Sardinia and
Tuscany,
belonging to
France,
has
had since the 14th centur^r the head
of Moor I35l, whose origin and
exactly the same as the above
meaning
mentioned Moors of Sardinia. Its white flag bearing this emblem is
widely known.
Gerola proposed the same, but he restored the original
yellow background as it appears in the Gelre armorial,
following his personal trend to enhance his suggestions
with a litde touch of originality. It can be noted in other
cases: the capital letters HU added to the shield of
Piedmont, the “castle” on St. George cross of Liguria, the closed book
of Venetia, the forgotten original red background of the Dalmatia arms.
Such a propensity is also, present on the proposal for Malta. It is the
traditional height-pointed cross, but half red on white and half white on
red, and not the usual white on red.
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Last citation is the shield proposed for Switzerland of
Italian or Ladin expression, with the combined arms of
Ticino and Grigioni cantons.
Conclusion. The regional coats of arms proposed by
prof. Gerola appear to be simple and meaningful. They
draw inspiration from the local traditional symbology, direct (old
shields and ensigns, arms of ancient rulers) as well as indirect (histor)y
coins, famous artworks). And, last but not least, they could be easily
transformed into flags, save only few exceptions. This fact has been a
lost opportunip- for some modern local authorities searching for a flag
to adopt. Unfortunately Gerola’s proposal has been quite forgotten.
Nevertheless about forp^ percent of today’s regional flags recall
Gerola’s drawings. But this is due most of all to the intrinsic strength of
certain symbols, so deeply rooted as image of a territop' that the choice
has been practically unavoidable.
Vexillologically speaking, the modern flags could be tentatively divided
in groups:
the classical ones — Piedmont, Trentino-Alto Adige, Venetia, Sicily,
Sardinia — flags that recall well known emblems. Symbolism prevails
over aesthetics;
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new projects following more or less the heraldic rules — FriuU-Venezia
Giulia, Tuscany, Abruzzo, Basilicata, Campania — that generally show
good aesthetics;

modern logo graphics — Liguria, Lombardy, Emilia-Romagna, Umbria,
Calabria — not always aesthetically satisfying;

seemingly approximate and improvised patterns — the Marches, Latium, Apulia
- questionable if not bad flags.

Leaving this out of consideration, from the point of view of the
symbolic value, both 1927 shields and today’s flag are never banal, as a
strong reference to the local histot)y traditions, folklore, natural
beauties is always present.
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